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Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>
CTO_Matt says:
@::sits down in the OPS seat of the Oxen Blade and powers up the console and tries to boost the signal for the incoming signal::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::is stabilizing the runabout, as it lands SOFTLY near the accident site::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::sitting in command chair on bridge of the Hornet, watching as the AXO approaches the mine site::
SO_Washudoin says:
@::waiting patiently for help::
AXO_JJ says:
@::lands the Runabout:: Vekh: Let's get to work.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Is down in the sickbay awaiting for the injured to arrive::
MO_Calahan says:
@::sitting against the stone wall trying not to cry::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::deactivates the tractor beam holding the drills::
OPS_Danforth says:
::sitting in the FCO seat, still trying to beam up the AT::
CNS_Savar says:
@::Sits next to the Doctor::
AXO_JJ says:
@::goes to the back compartment as the door opens::
EO_McDuggle says:
::checks engineering console trying to boost transporter::
CSO_Vekh says:
@AXO: Aye, sir. I'll get to the drills at once ::gets up and heads for the hatch::
OPS_Danforth says:
EO: Ensign, can you give me anything else?  I can't beam the AT up.
CTO_Matt says:
@::the six security officers in the mine continue to try and clear away the rubble from the cave in::
CSO_Vekh says:
@<mineworker #1> ::is still stunned due to be carried 500 miles in a tractor beam, shakes heads::
Host CO_Morgan says:
Bridge Crew:  Report.
AXO_JJ says:
@::gets into the module and has it disengage from the runabout and open up to the outside::
CSO_Vekh says:
@<mineworker #2> ::also stunned because of the harsh ride::
EO_McDuggle says:
OPS: I giving you all that I can
CSO_Vekh says:
@::opens the shaft and exits the runabout, sees the couple of mineworkers::
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Sir, still attempting to beam up the away team but can't seem to get a lock.  Still maintaining a lock on the second AT, ready to transport them out if anything goes wrong.
AXO_JJ says:
@::sets out five sets of beams in their correct configuration and goes in the Runabout to find his welder::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Putters around sickbay worried out of his mind about the people on the planet:: Self: Okay, Arman get a hold of yourself....calm down and act like a star fleet officer ::Sighs::
OPS_Danforth says:
EO: Thanks, Ensign.
Host CO_Morgan says:
OPS:  Understood.
CNS_Savar says:
@::Begins absently checking O2 levels with the tricorder::
CSO_Vekh says:
@<mineworkers #1 & #2> ::both stare at Vekh when he gets off the shuttle:: SELVES: The Orions! They are back!!!!!!!! ::yells in despair and both run for the distant hills::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The trapped miners as well as the trapped AT are running very short on air and are beginning to feel the effects of it.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::shakes head:: SELF: I hate when that happens ::sighs::
MO_Calahan says:
@::sits against the rock wall trying to control her urge to cry::
CTO_Matt says:
@::receives a digital encoded message from underneath the Runabout, which appears to be coming from the SO, giving their position::
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: AXO:  Claymore, are you in place? we are running out of time. There can only be so much air left down there.
AXO_JJ says:
@::comes back out of the Runabout with welder in hand and starts to put the joints of the support beams together::
CNS_Savar says:
@MO: Doctor?  Are you sure you don't want to talk?  I'm here for that.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::goes over the drills and pick both and carry them back to the edge of the tunnel dug by the Hornet::
EO_McDuggle says:
::still trying to boost transporter signal::
AXO_JJ says:
@::hears CO over the sound of the welder:: COM: CO: I'm kinda busy on the means of getting them out... Vekh is working with the drills and I'm putting together the support beams as we speak.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Is still puttering around sickbay::
MO_Calahan says:
@CNS: I am sure.
CTO_Matt says:
@COM: CO: Sir, I am receiving an encoded message from the SO, giving their position. I will see if I can use the Oxen Blade's transporters to get them out.
MO_Calahan says:
@CNS: I will deal with this the same way I have dealt with things before.
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: CTO: Roger.  Keep me informed.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::taps badge:: *AXO*: I'm at the edge of the tunnel, do we have climbing gear on the runabout?
CTO_Matt says:
@::powers up the internal systems of the Oxen Blade, bringing the sensors and transporters online::
AXO_JJ says:
@::joint 1, 2, 3, and 4..... finished:: *Vekh*: That was beamed down earlier you'll have to talk with the CTO... ask him to send me a few security officers so that they can put this beam into place I just finished ::moves onto the next beam::
OPS_Danforth says:
::continues monitoring seismic activity as well::
CNS_Savar says:
@MO: Keely..  ::Suddenly doesn't know what to say::
CSO_Vekh says:
@*AXO*: Aye, sir. I'll see to that ::tapes badge again:: *CTO*: Loran, this is Vekh, please come in
Host CO_Morgan says:
OPS:  See if you can pick up the carrier signal that the CTO picked up on the Oxen Blade.  Maybe we use the runabout as a signal boost.
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Yes, sir.
OPS_Danforth says:
::tries to pick up carrier signal the CTO picked up::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CTO finds the Oxen Blade's transporters non-operational.
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: CTO:  Try and route the signal through to the Hornet, and see if you can boost it on your end.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::heads back to the runabout and picks two sets of pattern enhancers and take them to where he put the drills earlier::
AXO_JJ says:
@::finishes another two beams... wonders where those officers are at::
CSO_Vekh says:
@*CTO*: Loran, please come in. We are in need of some security officers and climbing gear over here.
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Sir, perhaps it can work in reverse...if the Oxen Blade's sensors can pinpoint the AT maybe we can beam them using those coordinates.
CTO_Matt says:
@::tries to boost the sensors and communication, seeing that the transporters are not working and hearing another COM come in:: *CSO*: There is climbing gear next to the abyss and there are 6 security officers inside the mine clearing the debris from inside.
Host CO_Morgan says:
OPS:  I don't care if what geometry you have to use, even if you have to bounce a signal to DS9 and back, do it.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Recalibrates the sensors on a tricorder:: Self: I hope they're alright....
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Yes, Sir! ::smiles::
CSO_Vekh says:
@*CTO*: Acknowledged, Loran. The AXO wants you to contact them and send a couple of officers to help us up here with the support beams
OPS_Danforth says:
::calculates signal and preparing to attempt transport::
AXO_JJ says:
@::runs back into the runabout and gets a large device that fits around his waist. The front emitter puts out a tractor beam and lifts the three completed support beams.... walks towards the tunnel's entrance::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::goes to the edge of the abyss and picks up the climbing gear as the CTO indicated and runs back to the pit leading to the AT::
CNS_Savar says:
@::Looks over at the SO, who is just laying on the floor.  After scanning him, Savar sees he's just out from a slight shock from the commbadge contraption, and will recover easily by himself::
CTO_Matt says:
@*CSO*:  Roger.  *Security team*:  Send two officers to the mine entrance and help the AXO with bringing braces down into the mine.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Danforth gets a transporter lock on two individuals.  One is Vulcan.
CSO_Vekh says:
@*AXO*: I'm readying myself to go down the pit with the drills and the pattern enhancers, sir
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Sir!  I've got two of them!
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Hopes the Bridge will inform him when he's going to receive any patients::
OPS_Danforth says:
::beaming up Savar and unknown other person::
Host CO_Morgan says:
OPS:  Understood, beam them up.
Host CO_Morgan says:
*CMO*:  Doctor we have two patients for you, TR#1, condition unknown.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::puts the pattern enhancers and drills in a titanium re-inforced rope and begins to descend the equipment:: AXO: I'm laying down the drills now
OPS_Danforth says:
::refining the transporter beam by running it through the OB's buffer::
AXO_JJ says:
@::comes to the mines entrance...sees Vekh:: CSO: Alright... ::sets down the support beams:: there is a security team coming up to set these things up... be careful how you drill until we get down to you with these.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
*CO* Please beam them directly to sickbay...its much easier this way...
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: While Danforth beams up the MO and CNS, the CTO gets a sensor lock on the 30 miners trapped a short distance away.
Host CO_Morgan says:
EO:  See if you can help Danforth breakout more signals from the runabout signal.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::turns to AXO:: AXO: Aye, sir. As soon as I get the equipment to the bottom of the pit, I'll go down.
OPS_Danforth says:
::thinks to self, "this has to work"::
EO_McDuggle says:
CO: yes Sir working on it now
Host CO_Morgan says:
*CMO*:  We're having trouble maintaining a lock.  Its safer for the transport to bring them into the TR.
OPS_Danforth says:
COM: CTO: Lt. can you pinpoint anyone else?
AXO_JJ says:
@::sees the security officers and tells them to take the support beams and set them up one every 30 meters::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::makes sure everything is double-checked and nods to AXO as he begins to go down the pit::
CTO_Matt says:
@COMM: CO: Sir, I have a sensor lock on about 30 miners. I am rerouting my sensor readings up to the Hornet. The transporters on the Oxen Blade are not operating.
CNS_Savar says:
@::Somewhere in limbo between the surface and the ship::
CTO_Matt says:
@::reroutes sensor readings up to the Hornet::
AXO_JJ says:
@::returns to the runabout and begins to completes the remaining support beams::
OPS_Danforth says:
*CMO* I'll beam them to sickbay now that their safely aboard, Doctor.
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: CTO:  Good work Lt.  Does that account for all the miners?
EO_McDuggle says:
::locks transporters on OB sensors reading::
OPS_Danforth says:
::beams them from the TR to sickbay::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::climbing down the dark pit, lights up the lantern on his helmet::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Sees the CNS and The MO arrive....He pulls out a medical tricorder and scans them::
MO_Calahan says:
::moans and lays back::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Danforth gets a lock on the SO.
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Sir, we've got back Lt. Dickinson and Ensign Keely.
CNS_Savar says:
CMO: The SO was down there, too.
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Got the SO now...
AXO_JJ says:
@::completes the remaining support beams and tractors them off the ground... puts on a wrist light and heads for the tunnel::
OPS_Danforth says:
::beaming the SO first to the TR and then to sickbay::
Host CO_Morgan says:
Ops:  Good.  What about the SO..?  Alright, how about those miners?
OPS_Danforth says:
EO: Ensign, you have a lock on the miners?
MO_Calahan says:
::slips her uncle's ring into her lab coat::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Scans the CNS:: CNS: You have minor bumps and bruises...you'll be fine...can you give me a hand with Keely?
EO_McDuggle says:
OPS: yes I  do
AXO_JJ says:
*CTO* & *CSO*: I've completed the last two support beams... it won't take much more than ten minutes to put them in place when they are up we can begin drilling ::heads into the mine::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Walks up to Keely and scans her::
OPS_Danforth says:
::attempting to pinpoint the lifesigns of the miners::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: No lock on the miners is possible.  There is ore blocking the signal.
CNS_Savar says:
CMO: Acceptable. ::Slides off of bed and walks to Keely's bedside::
OPS_Danforth says:
Self: Damn.
CTO_Matt says:
@*AXO*:  Aye, Sir.
CSO_Vekh says:
@*AXO*: Sir, I reached the bottom of the pit Will start to drill, any accurate bearing? ::picks up one drill::
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Sir, I know where the miners are but we can't beam them up.  There's still too much interference.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
Keely: Lie down and don't move....I'll have you patched up in no time ::Runs the bone regenerator over her ribs::
EO_McDuggle says:
::Tries rerouting more power to the transporters::
CTO_Matt says:
@COM: CO: It appears that all of them are in that one area. There were 30 of them trapped.
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: The CSO and the Chief are very close to them.
AXO_JJ says:
@::joins up with the two security officers just finishing installing the last of the original beams...:: Sec Officers: These are the last two
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: AXO:  Claymore, we've located the miners, but we can't get a lock. Its up to you. Danforth will relay you the information.  ::nods to Ops to do so::
MO_Calahan says:
Arman: I am lying....down. ::calms her breathing::
AXO_JJ says:
@*CSO*: I wouldn't drill until these last to support beams are in place you might bring the whole thing down on us
OPS_Danforth says:
::nods back to the CO::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: One of the miner's lifesigns weakens and disappears.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::starts the drills and aims for the last know coordinates of the miners. Starts to dig SLOWLY::
AXO_JJ says:
@*CO*: Send it to the CSO instead... he can plan where to drill
CTO_Matt says:
@<Security Officers>:  Aye, Sir.  ::all 6 security officers help to place the beams in place::
EO_McDuggle says:
CO: sir I just lost the miner's life signs
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: CTO:  Good work, Loran.  Keep on things down there.
OPS_Danforth says:
COM: AXO: Chief, I'm sending...we lost one of the miners...I'm sending you the coordinates now.  Hurry, there's not much time.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
Keely: Okay...::Finishes up on her ribs:: You're gonna have to take it easy for about 2 weeks....they'll be really tender for a while
CSO_Vekh says:
@::yells over the noise of the drill:: AXO: Sorry sir, can barely hear you. I've started drilling
CTO_Matt says:
@COM: CO: Aye, Sir. It appears that one lifesign has disappeared, Sir.
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Sir, we lost one of the miners. I don't know how long the others will last, but they probably don't have much time before they start dying.
AXO_JJ says:
@::walks thirty meters past the last support beam and sets it down on the ground... the two security officers stand it up and lock it into place with the bolts::
MO_Calahan says:
::Nods that she understood, but doesn't open her eyes::
CNS_Savar says:
MO: Are you feeling okay?
Host CO_Morgan says:
::sitting upright in chair monitoring the progress of the CSO, frustrated by his lack of ability to do anything::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CSO's drill hits a pocket of magnacite ore and skips off to the right.  The CSO slips and looses his footing and the drill nips him in the foot, shearing off a toe.
Host CO_Morgan says:
OPS:  Understood.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Hands the CNS a dermal regenerator:: CNS: Run this over her cuts....
AXO_JJ says:
@::heads thirty more meters into sight of the CSO:: CSO: Vekh... Stop, the last support beam isn't in place! ::set the last beam in place with the aid of the tractor beam and engages the bolt locks::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::drills, drills and drills ... until he slips:: SELF: ARRRggghhh....
CNS_Savar says:
::Accepts the regenerator and begins running it over Keely::
AXO_JJ says:
@::takes off the tractor beam device and heads for Vekh:: CSO: Vekh! Are you alright?
Host CO_Morgan says:
*CTO*:  We can continue to monitor the miners from here.  See if you can help the XO and CSO.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::panting, down on the floor:: AXO: I'm alright sir, just a 'small' accident, I still have nine toes left.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The security officers get the supports in place and pick up the drill to finish the job.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Treats the SO with his minor injuries::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::tears the sleeve of his uniform off and wrap his foot with it::
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Sir, it looks like they're through the ore.
CNS_Savar says:
::Finished up with the MO::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The second security team finds the miner's first rescue team from the encampment.  They are all dead.
MO_Calahan says:
::sighs and sits up...then opens her eyes, looking down:: CNS: Thanks.
CNS_Savar says:
MO: Keely, I'm going up to the Bridge now, unless... ::trails off, not wanting to push too hard::
AXO_JJ says:
@::pats Vekh in the shoulder:: COM: Hornet: Better beam up the CSO, he's been injured.... CSO: Pick up your toe the doctor may be able to reattach it ::turns towards the security officers and see the dead miners::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::in the darkness, see his lost toe and reaches for it:: SELF: some work for the doctor ::puts severed toe in a pocket and tries to stand up::
MO_Calahan says:
CNS: You want me to talk about it? I....not now. ::slides off biobed with and takes out her uncle's ring::
OPS_Danforth says:
COM: AXO: Understood, Chief.
CSO_Vekh says:
@AXO: Sir, I object to that. I'm still able to carry out my duties ::stands proudly::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::looks over at OPS and motions for him to beam up the CSO::
AXO_JJ says:
@Security Officers: Keep drilling in that direction... there might be miners
CNS_Savar says:
MO: I understand fully.  I'll be available anytime...
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The security team breaks through the last of the ore and opens an air vent for the other thirty trapped miners.
CTO_Matt says:
@COM: CO: Aye, Sir. I'll see what I can do.
OPS_Danforth says:
::beaming up the CSO to sickbay:: CMO: Doctor, got another injured officer coming through.
AXO_JJ says:
@CSO: We'll discuss it later... you're going to the ship ::awaits transport to begin::
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: AXO:  How far to the surviving miners?
MO_Calahan says:
::nods::
AXO_JJ says:
@COM: CO: I don't know... conflicting tricorder data sir... 5 to 10 meters it will take us a few minutes to get through the rock into the next cavern
CNS_Savar says:
CMO: I am heading to the Bridge.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CSO materializes in sickbay.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::holds his temper not to say an improper word to the AXO:: IN HIS MIND: remember, his your superior officer
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Sees the CSO beam in:: MO: Are you fit to take care of him?
MO_Calahan says:
::looks up at CNS as he leaves::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
CNS: Very well Savar....thank you for your help
CSO_Vekh says:
::much to his regret, sees he was kicked up to the ship::
CTO_Matt says:
@::climbs out of the Oxen Blade, and notices his security team pulling out dead bodies and placing them in a line as one officer reports that all members of the camp are dead::
MO_Calahan says:
::looks at Arman:: CMO: Yep.
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: AXO:  Looks like you are close from here, but the ore is playing havoc with the sensors.
CNS_Savar says:
::Leaves Sickbay and enters the nearest turbolift::  TL: Bridge.
CTO_Matt says:
@COM: CO: Sir, all members of the mining team that was in camp are all dead.
MO_Calahan says:
::picks up a med scanner, and scans the CSO's foot:: CSO: Well.....
AXO_JJ says:
@::waves his hand in front of his face trying to stir up the dust::
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: CTO: Acknowledged. We'll recover the bodies after the rescue when we recover the Oxen Blade.
CSO_Vekh says:
MO: Doctor, I'm sure you can inform the CO that I'm perfectly fit for duty, I must return to the surface ::tries to raise from biobed::
CNS_Savar says:
::Arrives on the Bridge::
MO_Calahan says:
::pushes him back down:: CSO: Let me stop the bleeding.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Stands beside Keely and assists her::
EO_McDuggle says:
CNS: sir good to see you
CTO_Matt says:
@COM: CO: Sir, the Oxen Blade might be able to move out under it's own power.  I didn't want to try with the search party still down here.
CNS_Savar says:
::Looks around at the bridge of the Hornet and has a sudden illogical thought about the Thomas::
MO_Calahan says:
::raises eyebrow at Arman:: CSO: There ya go.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The security team picks up the pattern enhancers and looks to the AXO.
CSO_Vekh says:
MO: Doctor, there's people down there that can be dead in a matter of minutes. My injuries are minor ::still tries to get up::
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: CTO:  Understood.  We'll try it once we've got everything else taken care of.
CNS_Savar says:
::Nods a greeting:: EO: Ensign
OPS_Danforth says:
COM: AXO: Chief, I still can't get a lock yet.  If you can get the pattern enhancers to them somehow we could probably do it.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Looks at Keely wondering what she's gonna do::
MO_Calahan says:
CSO: Um. I know that. I said you are okay now. You can leave.....::looks at the CSO with a wondering look::
CTO_Matt says:
@COM: CO: Aye, Sir.  ::steps out of the Oxen Blade and powers up his anti-grav boots and ascends the abyss::
AXO_JJ says:
@::order the pattern enhancers to be set up in a specific fashion:: COM: Hornet: Sir... the pattern enhancers have just been activated... their set pretty wide and I don't know how much help they can be because the miners are still outside of their field... but we've got them turned up as high as possible and that my provide some help
CNS_Savar says:
::Walks over to the CNS chair on the Bridge:: CO: Captain, reporting for duty.
CSO_Vekh says:
::looks quizzically at the Doctor:: MO: Are you sure you will not hold me here for a week as usual?
Host CO_Morgan says:
::looks up to see Savar:: CNS:  Good to have you back, Counselor.
CNS_Savar says:
CO: It is agreeable to be back.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The pattern enhancers are activated and the 29 miners still alive register well enough to be beamed up.
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: AXO:  Anyway to get the enhancers through to the miners?
AXO_JJ says:
@::takes tricorder scans and orders a few security officers to stop drilling in a specific spot... moves into the spot and starts digging by hand::
MO_Calahan says:
CSO: Unless you want me too, the toe, or well, lack there of, will be tender, but you should be okay.
Host CO_Morgan says:
::looks to Danforth:: OPS:  How many can we get right now?
CTO_Matt says:
@::lands at the top of the abyss, a few meters away from the edge and deactivates them::
MO_Calahan says:
CSO: If it bothers you too much, come back, okay?
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Sir...we've got them. ::beaming up the survivors to sickbay, via TR#1::
AXO_JJ says:
@::keeps digging ignore the CO's question::
OPS_Danforth says:
::turns to CO:: CO: Sir, we've got them all...well the ones that survived. Their in sickbay now.
OPS_Danforth says:
::smiles::
MO_Calahan says:
Arman: Here we go!
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
CSO: DO you think you are fit for duty....you will you lose your toe if you walk out that door you know...
Host CO_Morgan says:
OPS:  Good. Is that all of them?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Sickbay is suddenly flooded with severely injured and smelly miners.
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: He already lost his toe, Doc.
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Yes, sir.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Turns away from the CSO and starts treating the injured minors::
MO_Calahan says:
::smiles a little::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: We still have time to re-attach it...
CSO_Vekh says:
CMO/MO: Can you please reach an agreement about my toe? I'd appreciate that ::sighs::
AXO_JJ says:
@::hears something and takes another scan... looks down at the ground:: COM: Hornet: We were out of range for one of the miners... I tried digging for them when we got to close for the drills but it was too late... I scan three more bodies besides this one still in the rubble
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: AXO:  We've got the miners, Lt.  Get your people out of there.  We can take our time and recover the bodies safely.
MO_Calahan says:
::grabs a med tricorder:: CMO: You can have that job.
CTO_Matt says:
@::walks to the mine entrance and proceeds down to the AXO and the other half of his security team::
MO_Calahan says:
CSO: SCOOT!
AXO_JJ says:
@ COM:CO: Aye sir... ALL: Everybody Out!
MO_Calahan says:
CSO: You are okay.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Gives some pain killers to a miner and sets his broken leg::
MO_Calahan says:
Nurses: This one has a head injury. Get a head CT, then tell me what's wrong.
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: AXO: Once everyone is clear, see what you and the CTO can do about recovering the Oxen Blade.
AXO_JJ says:
@::sees someone in the distance of the tunnel:: Officer: we've gotten all of the survivors out... we're leaving until it is safe to return to retrieve the bodies
CTO_Matt says:
@::reaches the AXO and his security team::
CSO_Vekh says:
CMO/MO: I don't think I'll be of any assistance here. Excuse me ::gets off the biobed and limps out of sickbay before anyone have second thoughts::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: All bodies, living and dead are recovered.
CTO_Matt says:
@AXO: How are things here, Sir?
MO_Calahan says:
::moves to next one::
CSO_Vekh says:
::with some effort, reaches a TL, entering it:: TL: Bridge
MO_Calahan says:
::administers a painkiller, then sets his leg temporarily::
CTO_Matt says:
@::nods to the AXO::  AXO:  Aye, Sir.
AXO_JJ says:
@CTO: We're moving out... they just beamed up the last survivor and it will be safer if we wait to retrieve the bodies... until further notice you and I are to try and retrieve the Oxen Blade
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
Computer: Activate the EMH
MO_Calahan says:
::moves to next patient::
MO_Calahan says:
::groans::
AXO_JJ says:
@::looks towards the light at the end of the tunnel and continues to head for it::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::sinks back in his chair with relief that the ordeal is over, although the aftermath is beginning to sink in, lots of paper work to fill out on this one for sure::
CTO_Matt says:
@AXO: Aye, Sir. ::turns around and goes back up the mine shaft and back to the abyss::
EMH says:
CMO: Please state the nature of the... ::Catches whiff::
MO_Calahan says:
::scans a miner:: CMO: This one is crashing....can you help me get him over to a biobed?
EMH says:
::Sniff::
CSO_Vekh says:
::reaches the Bridge and exits TL:: CO: Sir, Lt. Vekh reporting for duty. ::stands as at attention as someone with a missing toe can stand at attention::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
EMH: You cant smell so don't give me that....::Stops himself:: Go and treat him ::Points::
MO_Calahan says:
EMH: Come on! These people need your help!
EMH says:
::Begins working, complaining of unsanitary conditions::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::looks over at the CSO:: CSO:  Are you sure you are cleared for duty?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: Okay...on your count....::Gets ready to lift::
MO_Calahan says:
::places a cortical monitor on the crashing minor's head::
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: Ready? One....two....three! ::lifts:
AXO_JJ says:
@::exits tunnel and breathes the fresh air for a moment:: CTO: you lead the way to the Oxen Blade
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Lifts::
EMH says:
::Begins setting bones, and administering pain killers with efficiency::
OPS_Danforth says:
CO:  Sir, since we've got a lock on the Oxen Blade, perhaps we could tractor it out?
CSO_Vekh says:
CO: Aye, sir. Both Dr. Utoo and Calahan cleared me, besides there's people pretty much more critical than me. That can be tended to later ::pats his pocket with the severed toe inside::
CTO_Matt says:
@AXO:  Aye, Sir.  ::walks back to the abyss::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::looks at the EO::  EO:  Well could we do it?
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: Thanks. I've got him.....unless you want to.....
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: He's yours....
CSO_Vekh says:
CO: Sir, do you want me to take the helm?
Host CO_Morgan says:
::nods to the CSO::  CSO:  Get to work with McDuggle and Danforth on recovering the Oxen Blade.
CTO_Matt says:
@::the security team in the mine exit it and move back to the abyss also::
EO_McDuggle says:
CO: Yes Sir there should be no problem
MO_Calahan says:
::nods and starts to treat the minor's internal injuries::
EMH says:
::Moves to the next patient, saying something about guest showers::
Host CO_Morgan says:
CSO:  Yes take the helm, we'll probably need to reposition to get a clear beam on the O-B
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Starts to treat a broken arm and a concussion::
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: I can stabilize him, but he will need to have surgery within the next hour or two.
AXO_JJ says:
@::follows the CTO::
EO_McDuggle says:
:: starts setting up tractor beam::
CSO_Vekh says:
::heads to the helm:: OPS: May I?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: Add him to the list ::Sighs knowing that he's not getting any sleep tonight::
MO_Calahan says:
::nods, and feels a little sorry for Arman::
EMH says:
::Sets another bone, administers another pain killer::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Feels sorry for Keely too because she's gonna be in there with him too::
OPS_Danforth says:
CSO: Of course. ::moves to OPS::
MO_Calahan says:
::moves to the minor with the severe head injury:: Nurse: Well? Is he really serious?
CTO_Matt says:
@::as he reaches the abyss, the other half of his security team come out of the abyss and remove their gear and boots::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Starts to feel like a EMH treating one injury and moving onto the others::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Between the Hornet and the extra runabout, the Oxen Blade is pulled free.
MO_Calahan says:
<Nurse> Keely: Unfortunately, yes. He has a severe concussion, and his brain is swelling.
OPS_Danforth says:
EO: Great job, Ensign. ::maintains power to the tractor beam::
EO_McDuggle says:
CO: Sir we have the runabout free
CSO_Vekh says:
::sits at his all too familiar console and looks at it in disbelief:: OPS: How can you fly the ship with these configurations? This is an outrage ::begins setting the CORRECT configurations::
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: Hey Arman-want this one?
Host CO_Morgan says:
EO:  Acknowledged.  Tractor it into hanger bay one.
AXO_JJ says:
@CTO: that wasn't so hard... are all your men ready for beam out?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: Sure...what is his problem?
OPS_Danforth says:
CSO: Well, when you're doing the job of THREE people, you do what you can.
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: He has a severe concussion and his brain is rapidly swelling due to it.
EO_McDuggle says:
CO: yes Sir :: tractor the Oxen Blade in to the hanger bay::
CTO_Matt says:
@::looks around, seeing all 12 of his security team present::  AXO:  Aye, Sir.
MO_Calahan says:
::smirks and tosses him the med scanner:: CMO: Have fun!
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: He's just volunteered for surgery....lets get him in the OR
CSO_Vekh says:
OPS: Unsatisfactory. See, with the new configurations you can save the work of four people ::points at the console::
EMH says:
::Sets another bone::
Host CO_Morgan says:
COM: AXO:  Return to the Hornet, and let's start to sort out this mess.
AXO_JJ says:
@::taps his comm badge:: COM: Hornet: Away team to Hornet... we're ready to beam up.
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: Want me to assist or finish here?
OPS_Danforth says:
::sighs at CSO's remark::  Drayan, you sure you didn't lost more than a toe?
CSO_Vekh says:
::works in the course corrections to keep the ship steady::
CNS_Savar says:
@::Is sitting quietly on the Bridge, mentally recovering::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: Assist me...this is going to be a tough operation....
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The rest of the security guards and AT beam back to Hornet.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::pretends he hasn't hear what Dan said and keeps on working with the console::
Host CO_Morgan says:
OPS:  Contact the mining HQ, inform them that we will return to Arcadia with their wounded, and will come back to the colony after that to continue the investigation.
AXO_JJ says:
::thinks he needs to change his uniform because it's so dirty::
CSO_Vekh says:
CO: Engines and warp drive ready, sir.
OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Yes, sir.
OPS_Danforth says:
::contacting the mining HQ and telling them what the CO said::
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: Okay. ::goes to prep for surgery::
Host CO_Morgan says:
CSO:  Set course for Arcadia and engage.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Preps also and heads into the OR waiting for the nurses to bring him into the room::
CSO_Vekh says:
::taps console and brings the Hornet around, SMOOTHLY:: CO: Aye, sir. Plotting course
CTO_Matt says:
::steps off the transporter pad and walks to a TL::  TL:  Bridge.
CSO_Vekh says:
::engages toward Arcadia Station::
MO_Calahan says:
::walks in after Arman:: CMO: Another lab coat down the drain.....
AXO_JJ says:
::stays in Transporter Room and does some away team follow up reports::
EMH says:
::finishes the minor wounds, and leaves the serious ones to the Doctors. Awaits commands::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Hornet quickly returns to the station and everyone disembarks.
MO_Calahan says:
::puts her hand into her lab coat pocket and leaves it there::
CSO_Vekh says:
::disembarks::
AXO_JJ says:
::comes out of his quarters in a clean uniform::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: Its a good thing we buy these things in stock ::Looks back and sees the EMH standing around:: Computer: Deactivate EMH
EMH says:
::Dissolves::
EO_McDuggle says:
::leaves the Hornet::
CTO_Matt says:
::goes to his quarters and changes into his duty uniform::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::happy to be home again, heads for his office feeling very tired::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Sees the nurses bring the miner into the surgery:: MO: Suggestions?
CNS_Savar says:
::Enters his office::
OPS_Danforth says:
::goes to Arcadias for a drink of grape soda::
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: What? Oh, no....I guess not.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: all wounded are transferred to Arcadia's state of the art medical facilities.
AXO_JJ says:
::heads for Operations::
OPS_Danforth says:
*CNS*: Counselor, I'm in Arcadias.  Would you care to join me for a drink?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The station's LRS detect a small vessel approaching.
CSO_Vekh says:
::follows the AXO to Main Command Center::
CNS_Savar says:
*OPS*: No thank you.  I'm working right now.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Leaves the injured up to the nurses:: Keely: I'm done for the night...how about you?
OPS_Danforth says:
::finishes drink and heads to OPS::
SO_Washudoin says:
::Heads towards sick bay::
CSO_Vekh says:
<Ens.Jones> *CO*: Sir we got a vessel in the LRS, it is closing on Arcadia
Host CO_Morgan says:
::walks into Operations heading towards his office, stops at Jones' report:: Jones:  Identity of vessel?
MO_Calahan says:
Arman: I don't know....I would rather keep busy....but...::takes out the ring::
CSO_Vekh says:
<Ens.Jones> CO: checking sir
CNS_Savar says:
::Heads to Operations on an illogical thought::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
Keely: I'm going to use up a months worth of holodeck privileges...want to join me and my family?
CNS_Savar says:
::Enters OPS::
AXO_JJ says:
::TL ride is shorter than usual... walks out and looks at the current business::
CSO_Vekh says:
<Ens.Jones> CO: Vulcan registry, and on normal approach vector, sir. Shall I hail it?
CTO_Matt says:
::Tac Smith sees something coming in on LRS and identifies it as a Vulcan ship coming in on normal approach vector and cross checks incoming vessels to see if it is expected::
CIV_Charn says:
@COM: Arcadia: This is the Lirpa, requesting permission to dock.
OPS_Danforth says:
::Enters OPS::
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: I don't want to intrude......By the way, did you find a letter on the desk?
EO_McDuggle says:
::after changing in to a clean uniform heads toward TL:: TL : OPS
Host CO_Morgan says:
::turns from heading to his office and walks to the Sensor controls, hears Vulcan?  Feels heart skip, wonders...:: Jones:  Hail the vessel
SO_Washudoin says:
:: goes to room and starts sipping blood wine to heal the wounds::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: Yes I did...I am terribly sorry I read it I had no idea it was personal...I had no right to intrude.....are you okay?
AXO_JJ says:
::interested at the events unfolding and looks at the CO as he looks at the main viewer::
CSO_Vekh says:
<Ens.Jones> COM: Lirpa: This is Arcadia Station. We are checking you registry. Please slow to 1/4 impulse and use approach pattern 43B-alpha
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: You read it?
CIV_Charn says:
@::looks to the small cage, where a lizard is showing utmost discomfort::
EO_McDuggle says:
::Arrives at OPS and steps off TL::
CTO_Matt says:
::exits his room and heads for the TL::  TL:  OPS.
CSO_Vekh says:
::quietly enters the Command Center and sits at Science station::
Host CO_Morgan says:
::feels something, almost like a familiar presence, then hears the voice::  COM: Lirpa:  Jadis!?  ::asks with heart in throat::
MO_Calahan says:
::looks down at the ring again::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
::Looks down:: MO: Yes I did...I thought it was your duty log..
CIV_Charn says:
@COM: Arcadia: Understood, Arcadia.... ::hears the familiar voice and smiles::
OPS_Danforth says:
::Takes the OPS station::
CSO_Vekh says:
::watches closely the CO reaction to the female's voice, and begins to wonder::
CIV_Charn says:
@COM: CO: That would happen to be me, yes...
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: And?
Host CO_Morgan says:
Jones:  Route the Lirpa to Bay 5.
CTO_Matt says:
::exits the TL and takes over from Tac Smith at the Tactical console::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: and I'm terribly sorry for what your going through
CSO_Vekh says:
<Ens.Jones> COM: Lirpa: you are cleared to dock on Port #6. Proceed as standard protocol
AXO_JJ says:
::stands near the Turbolift doors and listens to the on going situation::
EO_McDuggle says:
:: takes up station at engineering console::
CTO_Matt says:
::scans the incoming vessel::
CSO_Vekh says:
<Ens.Jones> COM: Lirpa: Make that Bay #5, Lirpa
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: Hey its normal in my family........::turns away from the CMO::
CIV_Charn says:
@::following the directed pattern, her heart beating quite loud on her side::
SO_Washudoin says:
::Thinks tomorrow I'll feel better::
CIV_Charn says:
@COM: Jones: Noted, Arcadia, Lirpa out.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
MO: Do you want to talk to someone?
Host CO_Morgan says:
COMM: Jadis:  I'll see you at the docking port.  ::turns and heads for the TL at a swift walk, stops at replicator:: Replicator:  Flowers, one dozen, red, long-stemmed.
CNS_Savar says:
::Makes note to write a letter to MO::
CSO_Vekh says:
::watches as new events begin to unfold. What the future has for Arcadia Station::
CIV_Charn says:
@::heads to Bay 5, unable to stop smiling at hearing Jeff's voice::
OPS_Danforth says:
::excited at the prospects that every day brings::
MO_Calahan says:
CMO: You sound like the Counselor......it would be nice, but everything would come pouring out, and....
Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>

